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The staffing and recruiting landscape has
changed.

A recent research report from Microsoft
revealed that approaching fifty per cent of the
global workforce would consider a move in
the next two years.

And a recent article on HBR validates that
most people who took a new job weren't
actively searching for one; 'somebody came
and got them'.

The challenge is many candidates have
reconsidered how they now want their career
to move forward.

Introduction

Because it's getting harder to recruit the right employees, your organisation must do
everything it can to stay attractive in a different marketplace where salaries are rising,
increased flexibility is demanded, and counteroffers are on the increase.

The companies who will win the battle for talent in the next few years are the ones who
understand, at every level, what an accomplished employee is looking for.

This report explores these essential elements and demonstrates how you can update your
recruiting process to hire the right talent to take your business forward. 

Neil & Adela 
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The truth is the candidate psyche, and consequently, their ideal role and employer wish list
has changed.

During the last few years, many of us experienced a whole new world of work which has
driven employees to expect more from their current or future employers.

Let's talk about a topic many candidates now consider before agreeing that their CV/resume
is sent to an employer:  remote, hybrid or some form of flexible working.

Remote working has become normal for many organisations, especially where a classic
'desk' job is required. The UK based Office for National Statistics (ONS) reported that
approaching 47% of employees in the UK did some work at home.

Review42, a respected US review and research website, shared that 55% of businesses
globally offer some form of remote working; conversely, 45% don't, which on closer
examination, aren't only companies where remote working isn't an option.

Good news for remote workers; with 99% wanting to continue telecommuting in the future,
while they save money, in some instances, anywhere between £3-5000 a year.

Though not every employee can work remotely, those that can't have increased
expectations around career development, salaries and additional perks.

Last week in one of the online recruitment groups I visited, a colleague shared that a
candidate he was attempting to place was counteroffered from her current employer with a
35% salary increase.

Ironically the exact salary she would be receiving in her new role. On top of this, she was
also finally offered remote working after being refused the opportunity before.

Not surprisingly, the candidate declined the offer to stay as she found herself reflecting on
the dramatic shift in her current employer's new view of how valuable she was. This leads to
what your existing brand communicates.
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Having an employer brand that stands out has been increasingly critical over the last
ten years. Now more than ever, it might be time to re-evaluate what you are currently
communicating in this new decade.

As business brands help to engage customers, employer brands ensure companies
can attract the right talent. The right brand is crucial to building the perfect team
where access to talent can be limited.

Recruitment is rapidly becoming more like marketing, as candidates do extensive
research in to their potential employer, regardless of whether a specialist staffing
company like The Recruiting Office is representing them or not.

Today, you need more than the right salary to attract the right employee; you also
need a brand that conveys company culture, specific values, and a clear vision for the
future.

Crucially, your brand isn't set in stone. As the industry evolves and employee
preferences change, you'll need to update your identity to suit new jobseekers.

In today's talent marketplace, an employee's perception of business authenticity
often influences how likely they are to be satisfied in their role. If your candidate
believes you're transparent, straightforward, and honest with them, they'll be more
attracted to the idea of working with you.  

Assess What Your Current
Employer Brand Communicates
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A trustworthy and authentic image starts with being upfront about everything you
do. Share information about your business on social media, post videos of behind-the-
scenes working sessions and allow your employees to talk about your business on
review sites.

The way companies find and hire employees has changed significantly in recent
years. Today, you need a fast-paced, tech-savvy, and diverse approach to finding new
candidates. Hiring the right recruitment company to help with this process is often
the best way to ensure you're giving your candidates the experience they want.

The hiring processes that attract talent today are the ones that prioritise equality and
inclusion, respecting different perspectives and insights from all kinds of team
members. 

Perhaps the easiest way to determine whether your employer brand needs an
upgrade is to listen to your current employees and the potential candidates you
consider hiring. The image of your employer brand and your team members'
perception of you should be perfectly aligned.  
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Uplevel Your Candidate Experience From
The Job Description to Onboarding

The job description is clearly written and thorough.
The application process is simple.
A time frame is highlighted which is clear and transparent.
You act with appropriate speed in any decisions that need to be made.
You and or your recruiting partner follow up with the candidates at every stage of the
process. 
You give the candidates who you have selected for the interview a breakdown of the
interview format.
The interview is conducted professionally, either via video link or in person.
You inform unsuccessful candidates at the earliest possible point.
Your offer is clear and includes flexibility in the package.
You communicate your onboarding process.

A slow process. 
Unclear details and requirements.
Non-correspondence even after the candidate has had an interview.

The candidate experience describes the entire process that each candidate goes through
when applying to your company, either by working with an experienced recruiting partner
or your internal team.

In today's workplace, candidates have more choice. An employer who is slow to respond
and is unclear with their offer will lose out as candidates often have multiple offers to
consider.

This is why it is vital to create a compelling candidate experience that connects with
potential new hires.

This includes a detailed job description, advert, interview and feedback process and
hopefully benefits negotiation and finally onboarding.

A good candidate experience looks something like this

Unfortunately for many candidates, this is not what their candidate experience looks like. 

The biggest complaints currently from candidates about a negative candidate
experience are as follows:

At best, a good candidate experience leaves even rejected candidates with a positive
perception of your company.

So, the candidate experience is all about making sure current and future candidates view
you as a reputable employer with a trustworthy recruitment process. 
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Your company has a culture that is going to
either attract or repel candidates. Culture is
fundamentally important to get right. If your
candidate is not a cultural match for your
organisation, no matter what you think, your
new hire will ultimately not work out – be that
in six weeks or six months.

There is a significant volume of data on the
topic of 'company culture', and most of it has
the same message; make sure your
organisation has a strong teamwork ethic,
create a positive working environment, and
offer your employees flexibility.

Communicate Your Culture 
Clearly
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But what many organisations fail to acknowledge is that 'positive' company
culture is not a one-size-fits-all approach. 

Of course, you can't please everyone. 

What one candidate regards as a perfect working environment might not be right
for another. This is where using an experienced sector recruiter can save you both
time and money.

For instance, our candidate process involves a detailed career discussion with
every candidate we work with. Our understanding of your culture and the
personality, skills, and traits of the candidates we have access to means that we
won't recommend candidates who look perfect on paper. However, a deeper
understanding means the culture and candidate match won't be sustainable.
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53% stated that balancing life and work was the top issue for employees throughout
their working lives 
51% reported 'staying healthy and feeling well' came second.

The past few years have created a huge spotlight on the mental health and wellbeing of
our employees.

Coupled with research that increasingly highlights that happy employees are more
productive,  making work-life balance a natural extension to creating a positive company
culture.

Across the globe, the highest number of employees ever now sit in the Millennial
category, a group who are recognised for valuing their own and others wellbeing. 

The Following Acas study further backs this up:

The two, it can be argued, are inextricably linked.

Despite fears by some employers, allowing employees considerate work-life balance
arrangements does not decrease productivity; it has the opposite effect, as
demonstrated by the increase in remote working over the past few years.

Work-life balance works both ways, and employers do have a duty of care to their
employees. Providing free tea and coffee as your core wellbeing offer no longer ticks the
box.  For example, many companies now offer a wellbeing portal that includes a mix of
lifestyle benefits from reduced gym fees to financial training related to employees'
personal finances.

Social wellness is a key aspect of wellbeing, and much of this comes down to job
satisfaction and workplace culture. Employee recognition can make a big difference in
this respect.

Encouraging managers and co-workers to recognise the efforts of team members can
greatly impact motivation, helping individuals feel valued and, ultimately, satisfied in
their roles. 

Recognition can be as simple as saying thank you, whether in a handwritten note or
team meeting. A study by Glassdoor found that 80% of employees would be willing to
work harder for an appreciative boss, and 70% said they would feel better about
themselves and their efforts if their manager thanked them more regularly.

Attention to their wellbeing is one thing candidates expect, though they will ultimately
decide on the fundamentals of your offer before they say yes.

Demonstrate Your Wellbeing and 
Work-Life Balance Approach
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Make Your Offer Compelling 
For Today's Economy

It is a facet of the world in which we now live that to get something specific that you
want, you will likely need to be flexible with your offer and often pay more.

This is exactly the case with the current hiring landscape. Though candidates are
willing to move, it will only be for the right offer, which combines remuneration,
benefits and culture with a future opportunity or potential for growth.

We have already shared several ideas in this report and, depending on the role in
question, improved flexibility in working hours where possible is a game-changer.

Salaries are increasing across many sectors in the UK with recent ONS figures
reporting the highest level of pay awards for some years. 
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Employees want to work with organisations that will help them develop personally and
professionally. This isn't surprising as this is how human beings are 'wired'.

Dr Maxwell Maltz wrote the New York Times Bestseller Psycho-Cybernetics, based on his
research and experience of patients in his cosmetic surgery practice. He identified how
our self-image was fueled by an innate drive to succeed and better ourselves.

That means offering stimulating workplaces and opportunities and seeing development
not as an 'add-on' but as part of the company DNA.

A business acquaintance of mine, an MD of her own company, has written into the
company ethos that every team member spends half an hour a day training on a subject
they have pre-chosen to better understand a particular topic or process. That's right:
every team member, including herself.

It is an accepted part of the company day, and the benefits are clear. The team is happy
to develop skills and understanding around topics they know will be of value to them. 

Does this sound like something that you could implement in your organisation?

As humans, we naturally want to grow, improve and seek out new challenges. Any
employee who finds themselves facing a brick wall in terms of development will usually
start to look elsewhere for their development fix.

Many candidates are now looking for growth opportunities within an organisation, even
if this is simply an opportunity for increased responsibility and remuneration.
 
In the past, development opportunities were only given to those at a 'certain' level within
companies. Now, growth and development for all employees is an expected norm.

Clear growth opportunities is a must for any company looking to attract the right talent.

As a manager, you have the perfect opportunity to coach and mentor your
employees as they grow within their roles.
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Employee development shouldn't be brought up at periodic meetings and then forgotten
about. Ask your employees how they wish to be developed and then put in place a
development plan, with time frames such as one, three and six months and yearly goals.
When employees help create their development plan, it is much easier for them to have
enthusiasm and passion for both their role and the company. 
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Vision, mission and values all sound like the latest buzz words, though it might surprise
you that your employees want to work in an organisation with a clear vision of where they
are going.

Alignment and purpose are what we all want. A few years ago, a report from the World
Economic Forum found that a 'sense of purpose' in work is the second most important
criteria for millennials considering a job after salary. 

Given that this generation will make up the majority of the workforce in the coming years,
it's not difficult to predict that if your candidates don't believe or support your company's
vision for the future, they won't sign the contract – and you'll lose out on potentially an
excellent employee.

Remember to communicate this openly through your employer brand, website, and social
channels; today's aware candidates want to know where you are going.

Leading on from this, they want to be part of a team taking things forward, including being
willing to take on challenging work.

In a recent HBR employee engagement and retention survey, 'lack of challenging work'
was cited as the third most significant reason for employees leaving their posts, just
behind insufficient pay and limited career paths. 

People generally can do much more than they are aware of, but this can only be realised
when presented with an opportunity to do so.

We have shared several different criteria that today's candidates want from their new
employer. The question now is, how do you find this ideal employee in the first place?
There are many options available, yet in today's market where companies need to 'sell' the
opportunity of taking their role, working with a specialist recruiting partner is now your
best option.

Let me explain.
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Over the last twenty-plus years, recruiters have been used when the right candidates are
a challenge to find by an organisation, especially in the economy we are experiencing
today.

Let's say you want a highly skilled forklift driver, a skilled manufacturing worker or an
experienced Personal Assistant. As an experienced recruitment company operating in
these sector, we are talking to and building relationships with these type of candidate all
the time.

Candidate research and sourcing is a critical function of our organisation. We market-
map the sector and sub-verticals and identify individuals according to their skills,
expertise, and experience, matching our client's requirements. In essence, we do the
work for you.

Depending on the role, we work in different ways with clients, including exclusively and
on a retained basis. The good news is that with a clear and compelling job description
and access to our database, we can find candidates.

The challenge for organisations now is ensuring they have an offer that the candidate is
looking for and are willing to act speedily.

The uncomfortable truth is that good candidates don't hang around.
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We can help you hone the specific areas we have mentioned in this report, from your
employee value proposition and candidate experience to creating offers that candidates
want now.

If you have been struggling to recruit the candidates you now need in your organisation,
we can help. Either call us on 01603 964816 or email;

Neil - neil@therecruitingoffice.co.uk
Adela - adela@therecruitingoffice.co.uk

You can also connect with us on LinkedIn:

Kind regards
Neil & Adela

P.S. Our recruitment services are without charge until/unless our successful candidate
accepts your job offer and in the unlikely event they don’t work out we offer up to a 100
day 100% refund guarantee.
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At The Recruiting Office we recognise how hard it can be for non HR staff to fit
recruitment around their regular day to day duties and to ensure that job specifications,
advertisements, selection and interview processes are without bias and are effective in
identifying the best possible candidates.

We know how vital pro-active candidate sourcing can be in an increasingly candidate
short market and we understand that many non recruitment professionals struggle to
pro-actively identify and engage with suitable passive candidates.

And we know that modern businesses sometimes need to engage skilled personnel on a
non permanent basis to support specific projects or changing business needs.

If you are experiencing issues or concerns with any aspect of the recruitment process -
from writing job and person specifications to effective on boarding, from engaging with
passive candidates to required document checks and when to undertake them - we can
help!

At The Recruiting Office we have over 40 years experience of supporting Norfolk
employers through every aspect of the recruitment process and our comprehensive,
knowledgeable, compliant and ethical recruitment services really work!
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“What makes The Recruiting Office our agency of choice is the ability Adela and Neil have
to fully engage and understand our requirements. They understand that we are looking
for people who want to be part of our brand. This is reflected in the quality of candidate

they place in both temporary and permanent positions. This is a true partnership and
one I believe will be long lasting and important in the success and growth of our depot.”

 
Simon - Client

“The Recruiting Office has found our company a succession of quality staff that are
continuing to provide first class service to our customers in East Anglia. The professional
and thoroughly well organised manner that The Recruiting Office operate make them a

pleasure to do business with.” 
 

Graham - Client

"Just a quick email to say thank you for your help in getting me to interview. What makes
The Recruiting Office different stand head and shoulders ahead of other agencies is the

care and attention the staff put into understanding not only what the potential employer
does and requires but also understanding not only the skill set of the potential employee

but also their personality thus making the position/employee a match better. This
coupled with your attention to detail and contact, updates, feed back and genuine
interest in all aspects of the process makes for an outstanding business model."

 
Mark - Candidate

“I would recommend to anyone looking for short or long term employment to use the
services of the Recruiting Office. The help and support I received was invaluable-from CV

analysis to a better understanding of the current work market (after coming out of a
long-term job) I was in a placement within a couple of days. All consultants I dealt with
were friendly, polite and professional. My placement lead to permanent employment,
however, I would not hesitate to use the services of The Recruiting Office again if my

situation changed.” 
 

Charlotte - Candidate


